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6 Evaluating the 
agreement
This is the last chapter in the guide and 
asks: “is the neighbourhood agreement 
making a difference?”

Evaluation is about asking whether the 
neighbourhood agreement has achieved 
what it set out to do and what has changed 
since you started. A large part of what 
neighbourhood agreements are trying to 
do is improve public services.  So collecting 
service data and other information about 
service performance through street reps, 
community monitors and walkabouts 
could be part of both monitoring and 
evaluation.

But evaluation often involves more than 
monitoring service performance.  This 
chapter looks at:

 How to design a framework for the 
evaluation 

 How to collect evidence for the 
evaluation – how to answer the 
questions

 How to make sure your answers are 
convincing and robust
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How to design a framework for the evaluation 

You should involve people in designing the evaluation. 
Many excellent evaluations have ended up unread 
because noone cared what they said.  

Timing the evaluation is critical.  It needs to be ready 
when crucial decisions are being made about the 
future of your agreement.  The evaluation needs to 
report at a time when people are starting to think 
about what to do next. As a guide, aim for at least 
three months before the end of the relevant period.

For a short pilot or trial, the results may take longer 
to develop.  This might mean you are reporting on 
very early outcomes, and may not yet know what the 
full impact will be.  A report on interim or emerging 
findings should be built in if your final evaluation will 
not be ready until after the end of a pilot period.

Designing the framework
There are two stages to designing an evaluation 
framework. Firstly, setting out the questions that you 
want the evaluation to answer. Secondly, deciding 
how you will collect the evidence that will answer 
those questions. 

You should develop a chart showing the questions 
and how you will answer the questions using lots of 
different forms of information.  Our tip is to create 
this chart in two stages. 

Stage 1: What are your questions?
People use the word evaluation to mean lots of 
different things

Evaluation can mean looking at:  

•  the impact of the agreement – has it made a 
difference?  

•  how well the agreement has worked in other 
ways, for example, is it integrated into broader 
strategic plans?  

•  the process of developing the agreement – did 
things go to plan?  

•  whether the experience could be used to learn 
how to do things better next time, or whether 
agreements could work in a different area.

•   what makes an effective model for developing 
an agreement.  

•   whether the agreement was value for money, 
if it created efficiency savings, and look at the 
costs and the benefits.  

•  broader questions, like why are we doing this 
in the first place and what agendas are behind 
this? 

You could do any, all or some of these things in your 
evaluation.  So, the first thing to do is decide what 
your questions are.  You might want to make these 
quite broad, or keep them focused and detailed.

Research questions/
aims

Plain English version 

What are we 
doing and why 
- aims, methods 
and expected 
outcomes of 
neighbourhood 
working.

What’s the problem we are trying 
to solve? 

What do we hope will happen? 

What agenda or agendas drive the 
priorities?

Different delivery 
models and  
changes in models 

Impact of 
training/learning 
programme

How are we trying to do it?  

How can we best deliver?

What are the operational 
challenges and opportunities?

What are the strengths and 
weaknesses of different models?

Improvements 
to skills, capacity 
and resources for 
neighbourhood 
working 

Have we got the ability to make it 
happen?  

Can we improve our ability?

What capacities, skills and 
resources are needed?

Vertical/strategic 
and horizontal 
integration of 
neighbourhood 
structures

How does the jigsaw fit together in 
neighbourhoods?  Is there overlap 
and competition?

Does it link to strategy (e.g. 
LAA)How can neighbourhoods 
contribute to higher levels of 
planning and policy? How can 
strategy cascade down?

Partnership 
working, links to 
politicians and 
civil sociaty org’s

Who is doing what?  

Is everyone happy and productive?

Using performance management frameworks

The evaluation framework might look similar to 
your performance management framework, and 
performance targets might be used to evaluate 
‘impact’. But they are not necessarily the same thing, 
depending what you use the evaluation to find out.

The CLG evaluation framework for 
the pilot areas breaks down the 
‘official’ research questions into 
questions which are more easily 
understood
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Stage 2: Collecting evidence 
Once you have your questions, the next stage is 
to find ways to answer the questions by collecting 
evidence.  Lots of your questions will need more 
than one sort of answer.  

Brainstorm all the ways you can get evidence.  After 
you’ve exhausted all your ideas, and see which 
pieces of evidence will answer each question.  Below 
are over 50 different ideas and suggestions.  We 
have grouped their ideas into five main categories.

More detail on surveys

Surveys will probably be a key part of your 
evaluation, especially to find out how residents see 

things (perceptions), what people think (opinions), 
and how they feel (attitudes). 

Using existing surveys

Local authorities and housing associations regularly 
send resident surveys or similar to local people. In 
most cases they ask questions which are relevant to 
the neighbourhood agreement themes, for example: 
to what extent do you feel the council involves 
residents? How would you rate refuse collection?

Rather than create another survey, consider 
contacting the relevant department to see if the 
information they collect can be broken down to 
relate to the neighbourhood agreement area. They 
might even be able to add additional questions.

WAyS To GET EvIDEnCE

1.  Quantitative data – surveys and administrative 
data

Surveys/Questionnaires
• Texting 
• Behavioural survey
• On-line survey (including in PC World)
• Telephone survey
• Postal survey
• Face-to-face survey
• Ipsos-MORI surveys
• Public voting
• Participatory budgeting
• Incentives for surveys

Administrative data and statistics
• Envirolink calls
• Complaints and compliments
• Area statistics
• Recorded data
• Performance data e.g. ASB

2.  Qualitative evidence from residents

• Case studies – individuals
• Focus groups
• Events and fun days
• School assemblies
• Workshops and exercises (e.g. allocating money)
• Meetings
• Go to pubs
• Vox pops
• Video interviews/video boxes and video booths
• Resident feedback and community consultation
• Door knocking
• Participatory appraisal
• Face to face interviews/semi-structured interviews/

one-to-one interviews
• Comments/comments box/suggestion box
• Electronic voting
• Phone-ins

• Board games
• Quizzes (with prizes)
• Role play (e.g. to demonstrate how partnership 

working has changed)
• Future search (a way to do Timelines showing how 

things have changed)

3.  Qualitative evidence from partners

• Councillors surgeries

• Councillors’ views/interviews

• Partner information/interviews/views/feedback

4.  observations

NB. Excellent technique and under-used

• Mystery shopping

• Formal and informal observation

• Photos and videos (dog cam!)

• Visual audit

• Neighbourhood walkabouts

5.  Documentary evidence

NB. Documents can mean anything from committee 
minutes to the local paper, as well as electronic 
information including on-line discussion groups.

• Social networking sites

• Local newspaper articles

• Other local media reports/coverage

• Blogs

• Literature reviews

• Reviews of existing evidence and research



Using an existing survey may be appropriate: 

•  To make a comparison with other parts of the 
borough. 

• When data can be separated out for your area.

• When the information helps answer your 
questions.

Creating bespoke surveys

Some neighbourhood teams carry out their own 
surveys as a matter of course and others will want 
to create one for the purposes of evaluating the 
agreement. If you are in the former category think 
about tweaking the survey to take account of the 
agreement. Not only will you get feedback on what 
people think about the agreement but at the same 
time you’ll be raising people’s awareness of it. 

Bespoke local surveys have also been used to 
gather data exactly matched to the needs of the 
agreement. In one area a face-to-face survey was 
designed and carried out with 2,850 residents across 
a borough, with an enhanced sample in five areas 
with neighbourhood agreements. The data could 
be expressed at neighbourhood level and enabled 
comparisons between individual  neighbourhoods 
and between individual neighbourhoods and the 
borough average. 

It’s worth thinking about using questions from other 
surveys, particularly national government surveys, as 
the questions have usually been designed by survey 
experts, and thoroughly tested to see if people 
understand them in the right way.  This can also help 
you compare your area to the borough as a whole.

Independent surveys

Local surveys conducted by independent 
organisations such as ENCAMS have been used 
to gather independent data on environmental 
quality and public perception for neighbourhood 
agreements covering ‘clean and green’ issues. 
Independent evidence may be useful in winning 
the confidence of local residents and can allow 
comparisons with other UK locations where the same 
survey methodologies have been used. 
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CoLLECTInG EvIDEnCE

One area found it difficult to use existing service data 

to measure the impact of their agreement for young 

people.  This was because many of their commitments 

were not monitored using performance data.  The 

measures for evaluation  they planned to use were: 

• Neighbourhood Management Pathfinder Youth 

Survey 2009 - levels of satisfaction with the area 

compared with 2005 & 2007

• The number of ‘pledges’ carried out by young 

people

• The number of young people contacting local 

councillors for help.

• The setting up of Young Advisors in the area
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Environmental Survey
Your chanceto win a

£50MetroCentrevoucher

Gateshead Council is currently carrying out an environmental survey within Beacon Lough East,

Seven Stars, Springwell and Meadow Rise to address environmental issues. This will be carried out

by consulting with local people via door to door questionnaires and focus groups. This will allow

Gateshead Council to access views of residents and develop a Neighbourhood Agreement on

environmental issues within the area.

What’s in it for me?
By filling in this questionnaire not only will you have a chance of winning £50 worth of Metro Centre

vouchers, but the information gathered will be used to develop a neighbourhood agreement. This

will help shape services around the needs of residents.

Instructions
Please read these instructions carefully before completing the questionnaire

1. The questionnaire should be completed by the resident living at the address.

2. Please read all the instructions carefully before answering each question.

3. Please answer all questions.

4. Please return the completed questionnaire in the free post paid envelope provided (no stamp

required) by Friday 15 February 2008.

Name Telephone No

Address

Estate Post Code

Your Details  Please note: details provided will only be used for the £50 voucher draw

Q1.Which of the following recycling services do you currently use:

Kerb-it Yes No               Not Relevant

Green-it Yes No               Not Relevant 

Co-op Car Park Recycling bins Yes No               Not Relevant

Campground Waste and Recycling Centre Yes No               Not Relevant   

Recycling bins at multi-storey flats Yes No               Not Relevant

Other (please specify)

If you answered NO to any of the above go to Q2. If you answered YES to any of the above go to Q3

Recycling

Q9.Have you ever witnessed or come across Graffiti (e.g.tags,racist or offensive) in your area?

Yes               No  If you have answered YES, Have you done any of the following?

Reported it (to Council Call Centre, Local Councillor, Police, Rang 101, Reported to a

Neighbourhood service operative or Neighbourhood Wardens to be removed)

Reported it (to Council Call Centre, Local Councillor, Police, Rang 101, Reported to a

Neighbourhood service operative or Neighbourhood Wardens to report the offender(s))

Done nothing - Not my responsibility

Not sure whom to contact and how

Done nothing due to Fear of conflict / reprisals from offender(s)

Other (please specify)

Q10. Can you identify any areas within your estate where graffiti occurs?

Q11. Out of the following issues, please prioritise in order of importance to yourself.

(Please number from 1 to 6, with 1 being most important to 6 being least important)

Recycling             Waste             Litter & Street Cleansing             Dog Fouling             Fly-tipping             Graffiti

Q12.What information would you like to see in the Neighbourhood Agreement? (tick all that apply)

Graffiti

Neighbourhood Agreement

Contact details / Helpline Numbers

What services the council provides

How I can help the council deliver services

How can services be tailored for the estates 

How the agreement will be monitored

How to be involved in monitoring 

Simple language

Available in braille/other languages/large print

Photographs of the area and local people

How often the agreement will be updated

Aims and objectives of the agreement

Who is involved in the agreement

Thank you for taking the time to complete the questionnaire. if you have any further comments please feel free to attach

additional sheets. Please return in the freepost SAE provided to stand a chance of winning £50 worth of MetroCentre

Vouchers. If you wish to be involved within the focus group on the Neighbourhood Agreement please tick here     

This questionnaire was printed on recycled paper

and will be recycled again once returned to us.
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By filling in this questionnaire not only will you have a chance of winning £50 worth of Metro Centrevouchers, but the information gathered will be used to develop a neighbourhood agreement. Thiswill help shape services around the needs of residents.

Instructions
Please read these instructions carefully before completing the questionnaire
1. The questionnaire should be completed by the resident living at the address.
2. Please read all the instructions carefully before answering each question.
3. Please answer all questions.
4. Please return the completed questionnaire in the free post paid envelope provided (no stamp
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Q11. Out of the following issues, please prioritise in order of importance to yourself.
(Please number from 1 to 6, with 1 being most important to 6 being least important)

Recycling             Waste             Litter & Street Cleansing             Dog Fouling             Fly-tipping             Graffiti

Q12.What information would you like to see in the Neighbourhood Agreement? (tick all that apply)

Graffiti

Neighbourhood Agreement

Contact details / Helpline Numbers

What services the council provides

How I can help the council deliver services

How can services be tailored for the estates 

How the agreement will be monitored

How to be involved in monitoring 

Simple language

Available in braille/other languages/large print

Photographs of the area and local people

How often the agreement will be updated

Aims and objectives of the agreement

Who is involved in the agreement

Thank you for taking the time to complete the questionnaire. if you have any further comments please feel free to attachadditional sheets. Please return in the freepost SAE provided to stand a chance of winning £50 worth of MetroCentreVouchers. If you wish to be involved within the focus group on the Neighbourhood Agreement please tick here     

This questionnaire was printed on recycled paper
and will be recycled again once returned to us.

  

An environmental survey used by Gateshead

Putting together the questions 
with the evidence
Once you’ve got your list of questions and the 
potential evaluation methods available, start 
matching evidence to questions. 

Remember that for each question you might want to 
use a combination of evidence. 

Have neighbourhood agreements improved 
relationships between residents and elected 
members?

Evidence which could help answer this question 
could include:

• interviews with councillors

• figures for turnout at local elections

• observations of how people get on with each 
other in ward meetings

What has the impact of the neighbourhood 
agreement been on all aspects of service 
delivery?

Evidence which could help answer this question 
could include:

• service data on how fast services respond to 
complaints or requests and the total number of 
complaints or reports of incidents

• survey data on resident satisfaction with services

• observation and feedback through residents 
doing mystery shopping and street audits

• feedback from service providers themselves 
on how they are working differently, or working 
better together

• minutes of meetings documenting how service 
providers take more account of local priorities



The evaluation framework used by IPEG to 
evaluate the CLG pilot areas

Case 
study 

selection

Service 
Data

Inter
views

Focus 
GroUp

vox
pops

Impact on Local Communities and Citizens
•	 efficacy – influencing local decisions • • • •
•	 understanding and trust • • • •
•	 community capacity? • • • •
•	 people’s satisfaction with their local area? • • • •

Participants and non-participants benefited equally?  • • •
Comparison contract/non-contract neighbourhoods • • •
Civic participation by participants and non-particip • • • •
Comparison with any other participation initiatives: reaching a 
wider range of people?  

• • •

Impact on Local Services and Service Providers
•	 local service delivery? • • •
•	 efficiency of service delivery? •
•	 satisfaction with services? • • •
•	 partnership working between and among local service 

providers and councillors?
•

•	 skills & knowledge of local service providers? •
•	 the accountability of local services providers? • •
•	 meet statutory requirements (Duty to Involve) •
•	 did the pilots offer value for money? • •

Impact on Local Democracy
•	 Impact on councillors’ perception of their role •
•	 Impact on citizen’s perception of Cllr role • • •

Implementation 
Variation between the pilots • •
Support from SI/NANM and others  • •
Who gets involved in practice?  • •
What worked well and what didn’t? • •
Dealing with failure to deliver on agreements • •
Critical success factors  • •
Resources •
Are contracts sustainable? •
Risks •
Unintended consequences • •
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Making sure your answers are convincing

Taking the credit for outcomes - 
how to ‘attribute causality’ 
Just because things have improved in the 
neighbourhood doesn’t mean it was because of the 
neighbourhood agreement.  The more thorough your 
evaluation, the more you can ‘attribute causality’, or 
be sure that it was the agreement that caused the 
improvements.

The problem with carryong out the evaluation the 
most basic ‘after the event’ evaluation is that  often 
you don’t know what the situation was before you 
started.

The best way to make sure the agreement can take 
the credit for any outcomes is to use a minimum   
The ‘before’ situation is often referred to as the 
‘baseline’.  A baseline can have more than one 
benefit, for example it can help to build interest 
in the agreement at the start. The baseline should 
be established before the agreement is finalised 
and promoted.  The follow-up evaluation should 
be carried out enough time after the launch of the 
agreement for things to have changed, but not so 
long after that people have forgotten about it. 
Between three and six months usually works.

It would improve the quality of the evaluation further if 
this data  can be used to compare your neighbourhood 
- before and after - with other  similar areas which have 
not had a neighbourhood agreement. If these areas 
have not improved at the same rate as your area, you 
can feel more confident that the agreement made the 
difference, rather than something happening across 
the borough, or nationally.

Some advice on sampling and 
sample sizes
When people don’t agree with your evidence, one of 
the first criticisms is often that you didn’t ask enough 
people, or that you asked the wrong people.  To 
make sure you have a convincing evidence base, 
your sample (the people you pick to speak to) needs 
to be robust, and transparent.  

In order to ensure transparency you should decide 
on your sample  in advance, explain your sampling, 
be honest about how reliable the evidence is, and 
what the downsides are.

What do we mean by robust?

Ensuring your sampling is robust can be achieved 
differently depending on whether you are surveying 
for qualitative or quantitative data.

Sampling for qualitative work

You will need to make a deliberate choice about who 
you speak to, and have a good reason for choosing 
them.  For example you could select at least two or 
three public sector partners who were not closely 
involved in developing the agreement, to get an 
external viewpoint on the pros and cons, or to find 
out about gaps in partnership working. 

That way you can avoid criticism that you only spoke 
to people who were closest to the agreement, or 
you didn’t speak to anyone who was not in favour of 
the agreement, or that you neglected the views of 
frontline staff.

Sampling for quantitative work

Local government and housing associations usually 
have some statistics and survey experts, and can be 
a good place to go for advice.  But robust samples 
for surveys are relatively simple to work out.  There 
are online sample size calculators that can help you 
do this. For example there’s a good commercial one 
available free here: www.surveysystem.com/sscalc

The calculator will give you the total number of 
people you need to get responses from to make 
the answers reliable.  You might need to make your 
sample even more robust by making sure you’re 
getting different groups of people to respond if 
you think they are likely to have different opinions 
or perceptions.  For example if younger and 
older people are likely to have different views on 

EvALUATIon FRoM bASIC To 
GoLD STAnDARD:

• After the event: one-off assessment of what 

happened as result of intervention

• Before and after: the situation before 

intervention is measured, then measured again 

after intervention, and the results compared to 

assess the impacts

• Comparison: areas or groups who had 

intervention compared with those who did not 

- either from same group, or similar group. Aka 

quasi-experimental

• Experimental: areas or groups randomly selected 

for intervention, and results compared against 

areas or groups randomly selected not to get 

intervention.  Includes Randomised Controlled 

Trials (RCTs) like those used in medicine.

http://www.surveysystem.com/sscalc.htm


intergenerational relationships, you need to get 
responses from both age groups.  You can also 
set quotas to ensure you are don’t get a biased 
perspective.  For example, if you just ask people 
who are out of work about a community facility 
that opens only in the daytime, this gives a biased 
opinion, possibly in favour of the facility.

other tips
There are some other things to consider with both 
quantitative and qualitative data.

Where you’re doing a before and after evaluation, 
you need to talk to the right people for the ‘after’ 
evidence.  For example, if a quarter of the residents 
in the ‘after’ sample have just moved in to the 
neighbourhood, it will be hard to compare their 
answers to those from the ‘before’ sample.  This 
applies for both qualitative and quantitative 
evidence.  

One way to deal with this is to use a longitudinal 
survey.  This just means going back to the same 
people both times. However in reality this is not 
always possible. With qualitative interviews key 
officers can move jobs.  With surveys residents may 
move out, or you just can’t get hold of the same 
person six months later.  One way of dealing with 
this is to recruit a bigger group than you really need 
at the beginning, so if this happens it won’t matter 
so much.  

The seasons -  the time of year, and the point at 
which you do your evaluation, affects the evidence 
you’ll get.  For example, time affects:

• councillors’ and officers’ opinions and perceptions 
- for example they are usually more optimistic 
about new initiatives at the start of the financial 
year than the end

• the amount of youth nuisance, usually more likely 
in school holidays

• residents perceptions - which for example may be 
worse in the week after a bad local news story

If you have enough data over a long enough 
period, there are technical ways to ‘smooth’ these 
seasonal peaks and troughs to get long term 
trends.  But otherwise it’s best to take note, and plan 
accordingly.

Cost-benefit and social added-value 
This is a very complicated area, and the best 
advice we can give is to contact the Social Return 
on Investment Network  www.sroi-uk.org, or similar 
organisations like New Economics Foundation:  www.
neweconomics.org/projects/social-return-investment

The best source of technical information is HM 
Treasury’s own guidance, called the Green Book:www.
hm-treasury.gov.uk/d/green_book_complete.pdf

or there’s a shorter guide here: interactive.
cabinetoffice.gov.uk/strategy/survivalguide/skills/
ao_cost.htm

Reporting
When you report the results of your evaluation, you 
will want people to take notice of them.  In reality, 
you’re presenting results against some people’s 
preconceived ideas about how successful the 
agreement has been.  Present the information as a 
summary as well as a longer report, and use graphs 
and charts to illustrate the findings.  You should be 
explicit about your sampling and sample sizes.  You 
may also want to test out your preliminary findings 
first with ‘critical friends’, such as senior decision 
makers, and the partners involved in the agreement.
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Kendray has been transformed
what might be the financial cost of a drift back to the ‘bad old days’?

Caution:
• what can be attributed to the ‘NM Effect’?
• what other external factors might influence these kind of changes anyway?

standard in 2001 current standard risk scenario cost of failure comments
12.5% of council 
homes vacant

0.5% vacant increase to 5% 
vacant

£117,000 £50 rent x 52 
weeks x 45 
houses

88 domestic 
burglaries per 1,000 
population

15 per 1,000 increase to 35 per 
1,000

£57,600 (pop=5,000) 
£576 (police 
costs) x 100

Reporting the impact of the agreement in 
other ways

http://www.sroi-uk.org
http://www.neweconomics.org/projects/social-return-investment
http://www.neweconomics.org/projects/social-return-investment
http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/d/green_book_complete.pdf
http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/d/green_book_complete.pdf
http://interactive.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/strategy/survivalguide/skills/ao_cost.htm
http://interactive.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/strategy/survivalguide/skills/ao_cost.htm
http://interactive.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/strategy/survivalguide/skills/ao_cost.htm
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A press release from Castle Mopeth Housing on 
the impact of their agreement


